From the Floor

Ready for the Challenge

Quick turnaround time with top-of-the-line equipment has Packaging By Design poised to meet any customer’s needs.

The ability to adjust to any flexible-packaging order and offer a quick product turnaround has always been one of the main tenets at Packaging By Design.

The company has the ability to ship an order as quickly as three weeks after all plates and materials arrive in its plant — an unprecedented product-turnaround time in the industry.

Packaging By Design continues to be an industry leader with flexibility and speed, especially since installing a new, state-of-the-art, 10-color press last year. The Flexographic NeoFlex 1012GL is a gearless, servo-controlled system that gives customers:

- Improved print resolution and registration on films
- Greater flexibility with color
- Higher running speeds, leading to faster turnaround time and lower cost

Chuck Graziano, vice president of Packaging By Design, emphasizes, “The 10-color press offers our customers the potential to add colors to their packaging or use a second white, which intensifies all the other colors around it.”

Packaging By Design is one of the few printers in the industry that is 100% water-based. For food packaging, water-based inks and adhesives are preferred because there are low VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds).

The company’s Quality Control samples each job for odors, web width, cut-off and proper specifications. The bond strength and the “slip” of the film also are checked, and all UPCs are scanned to make sure they are readable.

To learn more about this progressive company and how they can save you money and time, contact them at 1-847-741-5600 ext. 258.

www.packaging-by-design.com
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